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BASICS

In an Age of Robots, One to Clean the House? Still but a
Dream

By NATALIE ANGIER

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — In Nicholas Roy’s robotics laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

fake things looked real and real things looked fake.

Standing amid a pile of clutter on the floor was a two-foot-high, pewter-skinned beauty with a classic robot

profile — the plumber’s wrench arms, the treadmill for legs, the ear bolts, the coin slot grin. Fabulous! What

did it do? “That?” Dr. Roy said distractedly. “Oh, that’s just a toy.”

Back in his office, Dr. Roy described one of his team’s most promising projects, a line of “intelligent

helicopters” that could be used to help out at disaster sites or war zones. The airborne robots are designed

to operate autonomously, he explained, to maneuver through tricky urban environments, fly around in

buildings and show you what’s inside. “Do you want to see what one looks like?” he asked and darted off to

another room.

A moment later he returned with something cute and bouncy balanced on the palm of his hand. It was

basically a little cube attached to a cross, outfitted with a series of small plastic propellers, some lights and

wires, four orange plastic pontoons that could easily have been scavenged from a bath toy, and a rudder that

looked like a popsicle stick. So this was a model of the robotic helicopter? “No, this is it,” Dr. Roy said. “This

is the robot itself.” And it was just one of several working prototypes, he added, that the lab and

collaborators from around the world had built from off-the-shelf parts.

Sure enough, after Dr. Roy’s students had fiddled with the settings and circuits on one of their smart cubes,

the copterette shuddered to life, its propellers buzzed, and, like Disney’s Tinkerbell meets Star Trek’s

Nomad, it began to jerkily, chirpily, rise up and fly.

That today’s experimental robots bear little physical resemblance to our fantasy androids reflects a larger

truth in the field of robotics, the attempt to build thinking machines that can perceive the world around

them and then act on that awareness. Researchers are far, far from being able to design a Rosie Jetson or a

Data, or even a Diaper Data. You can ask a human toddler to bring you the red ball from behind the sofa,

and the toddler will comply. Ask a machine to perform the same seemingly ho-hum task? “We’re not even

close,” said Seth Teller of M.I.T.

“We can’t do a dog,” said his colleague Leslie P. Kaelbling. “We’d all be so happy if we could do something

with the fetching skills of a dog.”

At the same time, robots have snuck up from behind. “It may not look like Hollywood, but the age of

robotics is upon us,” said Daniela Rus of M.I.T. “Robots are involved in many everyday aspects of life, even
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if we don’t realize it.” The word comes from the Czech “robota,” meaning slave, and, yes, we have our robot

slaves. Factory robots encapsulate our drugs, sequence our genes, fabricate our chips, monitor our

radiation, spot weld and spray paint our cars, load bricks, rivet bolts, run nuts, make glass, die cast, sand

blast. Remotely operated vehicles rove the surface of Mars and plumb the maritime depths. Some of us own

frankly robotic devices like the Roomba, or would except that we’ve been warned not to because we have

fringed carpets.

Moreover, by toting around computationally astute devices like iPhones, BlackBerrys and Garmins, we are

at least provisionally solving the embodiment problem of robotics with our own bodies and becoming the

smart robots we crave. If our dashboard navigational system can find an alternative route home in a traffic

jam, we’ll have that much more time to watch our dependent loved ones fetch balls.

At M.I.T.’s Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, which is housed in a visually

spectacular, kooky and expensive building by Frank Gehry that only half of the residents hate, researchers

are striving both to improve existing approaches to robotics and to make great leaps forward, to come up

with what Dr. Roy called the field’s equivalent of a “killer app.”

They acknowledged that a lot of the problems the engineers of the ’50s and ’60s thought would be easy to

solve have proved demonically hard. Machine vision, for example. Can’t you just digitize a scene and extract

relevant information through pixel analysis? Not quite. It turns out that every step of the visual processing

we take for granted is its own killer app: discriminating between objects and background, between one

category of objects and another, between a moving object and a stationary one.

“We’ve made progress over the last 5 or 10 years,” Dr. Kaelbling said. “There are computer vision systems

with machine-learning algorithms where, after seeing several hundred pictures of cars, they can pick a car

out of an image.” Still, she said, you can’t then ask the computer, O.K., tell me about the passengers inside.

Robots have fared best, Dr. Teller said, in highly structured environments made just for them, and in the

company of other robots. “If you took a welding bot from an assembly line and put it in your local body

shop, it would end up killing somebody in about 30 seconds,” he said. “It would weld a person to a wall.”

His research is devoted to overcoming the robotic nature of robots, by equipping them with sufficient

sensory devices — laser range scanner, radar, inertial sensor, camera, gyroscope, odometer — and a set of

so-called interpretation algorithms to lend them at least a crude sense of their surroundings.

Recently his team refitted a run-of-the-mill obtuse automobile into a situationally aware, self-driving

machine, which they entered in the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency’s famed Grand Challenge

competition for driverless cars and that placed a respectable fourth out of nearly 100 entrants. How

situationally safe are these state-of-the-art dehumanized cars? At best, Dr. Teller said, they’re like a

teenager driving slowly on the first day of driver’s ed.

Less hand-wringing is the thought of a bot with green thumbs. In Dr. Rus’s advanced robotics class, students

are designing a robotics garden, a plot of a half-dozen or so tomato plants serviced entirely by robots. Next

to each plant is a wireless router that measures soil humidity every 10 seconds and is programmed with a

computer model of how tomato plants grow. That information is conveyed to surveillance robots that wheel

around the perimeter of the plot on Roomba-style bases, each bearing a metal arm threaded through with a
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watering tube, a camera to track the relative ruddiness of the fruits, and a pincered hand for weeding,

cleaning away dead leaves and plucking off the tomatoes as they ripen.

A plant can call a robot over and complain that its soil is not moist enough, Dr. Rus said. Or a salad-minded

person may solicit the system, saying, I need some tomatoes. Find the ripest five, pick them and set them

aside.

The project is in its early stages, and the students are still ironing out some kinks in their robots and routers.

But Dr. Rus’s hopes are high. As she sees it, the agricultural industry, with its backbreaking tasks and its

reliance on pesticides and fertilizers, could use the methodical touch of a robot tuned to hear the plants cry.
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